Background: The association between polymorphisms on 5p12 and breast cancer (BC) has been widely evaluated since it was first identified through genome-wide association approach; however, the studies have yielded contradictory results. We sought to investigate this inconsistency by performing a comprehensive meta-analysis on two wildly studied polymorphisms (rs10941679 and rs4415084) on 5p12.
Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is one of the most commonly occurring epithelial malignancies in women, with an estimated 1 million new cases and over 400,000 deaths annually worldwide [1] . Despite much investigation, the causes are not yet fully understood. Accumulated evidence suggests that multiple genetic and environmental factors, as well as the interplay between these factors, determine the phenotype. The well-known risk factors for BC include age at menarche, age at menopause, parity, age at first live birth, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, and hormone replacement therapy [2] . Genetic determinants including several high and moderate penetrance genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CHEK2, PALB2, PTEN, and TP53) have been identified as BC susceptibility gene through the candidate gene approach in the past decade [3] . After accounting for all the known breast cancer loci, more than 75% of the familial risk of the disease remains unexplained [4] .
Recently, a genome-wide association (GWA) study conducted in European ancestry (EA) population by Stacey et al. identified two genetic susceptibility loci, rs10941679 and rs4415084, at chromosome 5p12 were associated with BC risk [5] . Later, another study directed by Thomas et al. confirmed the single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs4415084 might affect BC risk in the EA population [6] . To date, the relationship between polymorphisms at 5p12 and BC or related phenotypes has been widely investigated. As stated by McClellan and King, many if not most of the genetic polymorphisms that are reported to be associated with common disorders in GWA studies are factually spurious associations caused by subtle differences in ancestry between the populations being studied (known as ''cryptic population stratification'') [7] . Moreover, based on the fact that individual studies Table 1 . Characteristics of studies included in a meta-analysis of the association between 5p12-rs10941679, 5p12-rs4415084 and BC. with insufficient sample sizes lack sufficient statistical power to detect the common variants with tiny effects on breast carcinogenesis, the results are not reproducible. To clarify this inconsistency and to establish a comprehensive picture of the relationship between 5p12 rs10941679 and rs4415084 polymorphism with BC risk, we therefore conducted a meta-analysis of all available published studies.
Materials and Methods

Literature search strategy
Papers published before the end of May 2013 were identified through a search of Pubmed, SCOPUS, ISI web of knowledge, Embase and Cochrane databases using the following terms:
''breast cancer'', or ''breast carcinoma'', and ''chromosome 5p12'', or ''rs10941679'' or ''rs4415084'' and ''polymorphism'', or ''variation''. The titles and abstracts of potential articles were screened to determine their relevance, and any clearly irrelevant studies were excluded. The full texts of the remaining articles were read to determine whether they contained information on the topic of interest. All reference lists from the main reports and relevant reviews were hand searched for additional eligible studies not indexed by Medline.
Eligible studies and data extraction
Eligible studies had to meet all of the following criteria: (1) original papers containing independent data which have been published in peer-reviewed journal, (2) genotype distribution information or odds ratio (OR) with its 95% confidence interval (CI) and P-value, (3) genotype distribution of control group must be consistent with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).
The following information was extracted independently and entered into separate databases by two authors from each qualified study: first author's surname, publication date, population ethnicity, source of control subjects, genotyping method, age, and the genotype counts in cases and controls. The results were compared, and disagreements were discussed among all authors and resolved with consensus. For studies including subjects of different ethnic groups, data were extracted separately. Meanwhile, different case-control groups in one study were considered as independent studies. For each study, we did not define a minimum number of patients for inclusion in our meta-analysis.
Quality assessment: extended-quality score
For association studies with inconsistent results on the same polymorphisms, the methodological quality should be assessed by appropriate criteria to limit the risk of introducing bias into metaanalyses or systematic reviews. A procedure known as 'extendedquality score' has been developed to assess the quality of association studies. The procedure scores each paper categorizing it as having 'high', 'median' or 'poor' quality. Detailed procedure of the quality assessment was previously described [8] .
Statistical methods
The meta-analysis examined the association between each polymorphism and the risk of BC, for the: (i) allele contrast, (ii) recessive, and (iii) dominant models [9] . Crude ORs with 95% CIs were calculated using raw data, according to the method of Woolf B [10] . Cochran's Q-statistic test and I 2 -test were performed to assess possible heterogeneity in the combined studies [11, 12] . Both fixed-effects (Mantel-Haenszel method) [13] and random-effects (DerSimonian-Laird method) [14] models were performed to calculate the pooled ORs. Owing to a priori assumptions about the likelihood of heterogeneity between primary studies, the random-effects model, which usually is more conservative, was chosen. Sub-group analyses were performed by ethnicity, sample size (#1000 cases and .1000 cases) and estrogen receptor (ER) status (ER-positive vs. ER-negative). Ethnic group was defined as Asians (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, and Korean), Caucasians (i.e. people of European origin) and Africans/African-Americans. One-way sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the stability of the results, namely, a single study in the meta-analysis was deleted each time to reflect the influence of the individual data set to the pooled OR. Funnel plots and the Egger's test were used to identify small studies effects (linear regression analysis) [15] . All P values are two-sided at the P = 0.05 level. All of the statistical tests used in this meta-analysis were performed by STATA version 10.0 (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX).
Results
Study Characteristics
Based on our search strategy, the primary screening produced 103 potentially relevant articles. A total of 19 studies published between 2008 and 2012 were included according to our inclusion criteria, involving 100,083 cases and 163,894 controls [5, 6, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Study selection process was shown in Figure S1 . For the rs10941679 polymorphism, 15 studies were available, including a total of 84,765 cases and 143,866 controls. For the rs4415084 polymorphism, 14 studies involved a total of 39,937 cases and 73,718 controls. Genotype frequencies in controls were consistent with HWE for all included studies. Of the cases, 12% were Asians, 84% were Caucasians, and 4% were of African origins. The extended-quality scores ranged from 5 to 8, and 6 studies were given median quality, whereas 13 were given high quality. No 'poor quality' study was found. The main characteristics of these studies are described in Table 1 .
5p12 rs10941679 polymorphism
In the overall analysis, the rs10941679 polymorphism was significantly associated with elevated BC risk with a per-allele OR of 1.09 [95% CI: 1.06-1.12, P(Z) = 4.5610
28
; Figure 1 ]. Significant associations were also found under dominant [OR = 1.11, Figure S2 ).
5p12 rs4415084 polymorphism
The meta-analysis resulted in a statistically significant association between rs4415084 and BC. The overall OR for risk T allele was 1.09 [95% CI: 1.05-1.12, P(Z) = 4.2610 27 ; Figure 2 ]. Significant results were also found under dominant [OR = 1.10, 95% CI: 1.06-1.14, P(Z) = 3. 28 ] genetic models (Table 3 ). In the subgroup analyses by ethnicity, significant results were found in the Asians and Caucasians with a per-allele OR of 1.08 
Sensitivity analyses and publication bias
In order to assess the stability of the results of the meta-analysis, we performed a sensitivity analysis through sequentially excluded individual studies. Statistically similar results were obtained after sequentially excluding each study, suggesting stability of the metaanalyses. Begg's funnel plot and Egger's test were performed to identify small studies effects. As shown in Figure S4 and S5, the shape of the funnel plots seemed symmetrical for both polymorphisms, suggesting no preferential publication of positive findings in smaller studies exists. The statistical results still did not show small study effects in these studies for rs10941679 (Egger's test, P = 0.59), and rs4415084 (Egger's test, P = 0.06).
Discussion
Via a comprehensive meta-analysis, we evaluated the association of two common polymorphisms on 5q12 with the risk of BC. Overall results demonstrated that rs10941679-G allele and rs4415084-T allele might be risk-conferring factors for the development of BC in Caucasians and Asians, but not in Africans/African-Americans. Although potential sources of heterogeneity could not be easily eliminated, the present study, to our knowledge, is the first meta-analysis which involved a total of 100,083 cases and 163,894 from 19 studies to date dealing with the association of these two polymorphisms with BC susceptibility.
In meta-analysis, heterogeneity evaluation was always conducted in statistical analysis. Thus, several subgroup meta-analyses were performed according to ethnicity, sample size. In the stratified analysis by ethnicity, significant associations were found in Asians and Caucasians for the two polymorphisms in all genetic models; while no associations were detected among Africans. Such result could be due to the limited number of studies among Africans/African-Americans, which had insufficient statistical power to detect a slight effect or different linkage disequilibrium (LD) pattern of the two polymorphisms among Africans. Besides, the frequencies of the risk-association alleles in 5p12 are similar in European and Asian populations, but substantially lower in African descent [25, [29] [30] [31] . Furthermore, ER status may be particularly important given that some GWAS findings are specific to ER-positive and ER-negative cancers [5, 33] and because a higher proportion of African American are diagnosed with ERnegative cancers [34, 35] , resulting in risk differences. Moreover, it is possible that variation at this locus has modest effects on BC, but environmental factors may predominate in its progress, and mask the effects of this variation. Specific environmental factors like lifestyle and diabetes that have been already well studied in recent decades [36] . It is still unknown whether the lifestyle characteristics of different populations influence the association between these polymorphisms and BC. The unconsidered factors mixed together may cover the role of the two polymorphisms in Africans/ African-Americans. Meta-analysis is often dominated by a few large studies, which markedly reduces the evidence from smaller studies. By considering sample size, significantly increased BC susceptibility in 5p12 common variations was also found both in Table 3 . Results of meta-analysis for 5p12-rs4415084 polymorphism and BC risk. large and small studies for all genetic models. However, our results suggest an overestimation of the true genetic association by small studies. ER status is known to affect prognosis of BC. Stratification of tumors by ER status indicated that the two SNPs (rs4415084 and rs10941679) on 5p12 confer risk, preferentially for ER-positive tumors, with no risk for ER-negative BC. Results from subgroup analyses on ER status of tumors were in agreement with previous reports [5, 25] . Findings from previous studies suggested that several SNPs are predominantly associated with ER-positive BC: 2q35-rs13387042 [22] , TNRC9-rs3803662 [25, 37] , 8q24-rs13281615 [38] , FGFR2-rs2981582 [39] . The present findings support the notion that ER-positive and ER-negative tumors have different genetic components to their risks.
The biological mechanism through which genetic variations in 5p12 influences BC risk remains unclear. rs10941679 and rs4415084 are in a region of high LD as reported by Stacey et al [5] . MRPS30 (also known as PDCD9, programmed cell death protein 9) is the only RefSeq gene in this region. It is important to recognize that MRPS30, which is homologous to the proapoptotic p52 chicken gene [40] , encodes a component of the small subunit of the mitochondrial ribosome, and is likely to be involved in pre-apoptotic events [41, 42] . In addition, some studies have showed that MRPS30 is not expressed in normal breast luminal epithelial cells, but it is up-regulated in infiltrating ductal carcinomas [43] . Moreover, it was also a part of a gene expression profile that differentiated ER-positive from ER-negative breast tumors [42] . As noted above, the associations observed in our study were stronger for ER-positive disease than for ER-negative disease. Interestingly, a SNP rs3761648 in 59 near of MRPS30 is highly correlated with the SNP rs4415084 (r 2 = 0.83 in HapMap CHB, r 2 = 0.72 in HapMap CEU) and located at a site of H3K4Me3 histone modification marks. Therefore, it is possible that rs4415084 might be a proxy for other potentially functional SNPs, such as rs3761648, that influence MRPS30 expression and in consequence the cancer risk. Although the exact function of this gene is unknown, the apoptotic pathway is likely to be involved in mitigating DNA damage. Given the multifaceted and closelylinked nature of the DNA repair, cell-cycle and apoptotic pathways, it is likely that there are complex polygenic factors underlying the observed interactions of MRPS30 with BC [26] .
The strengths of this study include the very large sample size, no deviation from HWE, and the high quality of the qualified studies. However, our current study should be interpreted with several technical limitations in mind. First, heterogeneity is a potential problem when interpreting all the results of meta-analysis. Although we minimized the likelihood by performing a careful search for published studies, using the explicit criteria for study inclusion, the significant between-study heterogeneity still existed in most of comparison. The presence of heterogeneity can result from differences in the age distribution, menopause status, environment factors, prevalence lifestyle factors and so on. Second, the vast majority of white subjects in the study are of European descent, and statistical power for analyses in other ethnicities is limited. Because the sample size was considerably smaller for Africans/African-Americans studies, the main conclusions from this manuscript are based on analyses among white European and Asian women. Future studies including larger numbers of Africans/African-Americans are necessary to clarify the consistency of findings across ethnic groups. Third, the subgroup meta-analyses considering interactions between common variations at 5p12 genotype and ER status with BC risk, were performed on the basis of a fraction of all the possible data to be pooled, so selection bias may have occurred and our results may be over inflated. In this context, more reliable results can be expected if individual data are available for a pooled analysis. Finally, lack of individual-level data prevent us from making an adjustment estimates to identify any interactions between genetic variation and clinical traits.
Taken together, we have expanded previously individual studies by providing the convincing evidence that MRPS30 gene rs10941679 and rs4415084 polymorphisms at 5p12 might be risk-conferring factors for the development of BC in Asians and Caucasians, but not in Africans/African-Americans. Further studies should investigate the markers on and adjacent to 5p12 to clarify whether the present association is causal or due to linkage disequilibrium. Author Contributions
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